
Pastel Ribbon Regular Tissue Box Cover: A
Charming Addition to Your Home

Have you ever wished to add a touch of elegance and charm to your home
décor? Look no further! Introducing the stunning Pastel Ribbon Regular Tissue
Box Cover, a delightful and practical accessory that will elevate the aesthetics of
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any room. With its unique design and exquisite pastel color palette, this tissue
box cover will not only be a functional addition but also a stylish statement piece.

The Pastel Ribbon Regular Tissue Box Cover is designed with meticulous
attention to detail. Made from high-quality materials, it boasts a sturdy
construction, ensuring durability and longevity. The cover fits perfectly over
standard tissue boxes, keeping them securely in place while providing easy
access whenever needed. No more unsightly tissue boxes ruining your well-
curated interior design!
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What truly sets this tissue box cover apart is its enchanting pastel ribbon design.
Each cover is adorned with a beautiful ribbon made from soft, silky fabric,
carefully chosen to complement the overall aesthetics. Whether you prefer a
delicate pink, a soothing blue, or a refreshing green, there is a color variant to suit
every taste and room décor.
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Place the Pastel Ribbon Regular Tissue Box Cover in your living room, bedroom,
bathroom, or any other space where tissues are needed, and watch as it
effortlessly enhances the ambiance. Not only does it add a touch of grace and
refinement, but it also helps to conceal unsightly tissue boxes, promoting a clean
and organized appearance.
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In addition to its aesthetic qualities, this tissue box cover is also functional. It
features a convenient opening at the top, enabling easy replacement of tissue
boxes without any hassle. No need to remove the cover entirely or struggle with
frustrating mechanisms. Simply slide the new box in place, and your tissues are
ready to use.

The Pastel Ribbon Regular Tissue Box Cover is also an excellent addition to a
nursery or children's room. Its soft pastel colors create a soothing atmosphere,
while the charming ribbon design adds a touch of whimsy. Encourage good
hygiene habits in your little ones by making tissues easily accessible and
appealing, all while maintaining a visually pleasing environment.

Don't worry about the maintenance; the Pastel Ribbon Regular Tissue Box Cover
is easy to clean and maintain. Simply wipe it with a damp cloth as needed, and it
will remain in pristine condition, ready to enhance your home for years to come.

So, why settle for a mundane tissue box when you can elevate your home décor
with the mesmerizing Pastel Ribbon Regular Tissue Box Cover? Get yours today
and experience the perfect blend of functionality and charm that this accessory
brings. Transform your living space and make a statement with this delightful
addition!
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Pretty stitched pastel ribbons in shades of yellow, mint, green and peach make
this regular tissue box cover so special. Stitch this plastic canvas pattern using 7
count plastic canvas mesh and medium weight yarn.

Plastic canvas is a variation of needlepoint and other canvas work crafts, such as
embroidery. Our patterns are designed to use acrylic or wool based yarns in
medium or worsted weights. Because plastic canvas mesh is so rigid, it is perfect
for creating 3-dimensional objects such as tissue box covers, small jewelry and
trinket boxes, handbags, magnets, dolls, vases, napkin holders, wind chimes and
many other types of both decorative and useful items. Dancing Dolphin Patterns
have full instructions, and large full color charts. 

Plastic canvas comes in different colors and with various size holes for different
thicknesses of yarn. As with any textile canvas, the hole size is called count. For
example, 10-count plastic canvas mesh has 10 holes per linear inch. The most
common sizes are 5, 7, 10, and 14 count. It is sold most often in sheets; pre-cut
shapes are available in circles, triangles and novelty shapes such as butterflies,
hearts, and stars. Our patterns are designed using 7 count plastic canvas mesh.
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